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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Margarito Cázares Guerrero has contributed to the dictionary with 3666 meanings that we have approved and collected
in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do
not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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fétidas
People, animals or things that give off bad smell

fidel
It is a male name

filero
Vulgar term to designate a sharp knife

filoso
Saying of a person who is very hungry or hungry

fingidos
It refers to certain actions or gestures that are not real and that are intended to deceive

finque
finque is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I finqué" being its meaning:<br>Of fincar, I built

firma del sustentante en titulo academico
It is the signature on the title of the person who is entitled

firmantes
Plural signer, is the set of people who sign a document

fisgo
I fisgo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "it fisgó" being its meaning:<br>From the verb fisgar

fistol
PIN for tie

fito sanitarios
Concerning the care that should focus on vegetables

fitogeneticos:
Genetic aspects of plants

flacas
Female plural of skinny, sparse flesh, thin-bodied

flamero



Several Wicks without Spotlight torch, carved in stone for auctions of buildings

flatulencia
Expulsion of accumulated gases in the digestive system, primarily in the stomach and intestines. The consumption of
certain foods encourages the accumulation such gases, which to be expelled " become a flatulence, commonly known
as fart "

flojear
Living without doing any activity and show reluctance

flojonazo
Man said that he does not like working

floripundia
floripundia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Floripondio" being its meaning:<br>Plant bushes about 30 cm.
height of solitary white funnel-shaped flowers and very fragrant; In sense figurative and contemptuous, trim excessive
and bad taste, sometimes in the form of flower

floristas
They are the people who make and sell flower arrangements

flotas
Set of sea ships

fodonga
Careless person in personal presentation and in general in any activity he performs

fojaina
fojaina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "basin" being its meaning:<br>Kind of pitcher par pour or empty
water over the hands or other parts of the body for hygienic purposes

fokis
So says love seals

foraneos
It is named to the services of transport providing services outside the locality in which they are located.

foraneos
They are temporary residents of a place

forma elegante para decir vomitar
Return the stomach



formentar
encourage is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Promoting" being its meaning:<br>Support a cause or action

fotofobico
Fear, fear or phobia to take pictures

fototeca
Place or unit where are saved or preserved photographs

fragante
Oloroso, with much aroma

frankestein
Character from a horror movie

frase con palabra obviar
You can ignore all that information and directly answer the question

frases inteligentes
Are those well structured and usually contain a positive message

fregadero
Part of the equipment of the kitchen where dishes are washed

frescas
Things, objects, or people who are at low temperature

fresco
Product or food freshly prepared or collected

fresco
Type of mural painting

friega
Scrubbing dishes or Cookware, is to wash them

friguida
1.-friguida is incorrectly written and should be written as " 34 frigidity; being its meaning: < /br >That it suffers from
frigidity, cold lack of heat, abnormal absence of desire or enjoy sexual

fritada
Stew meat kid



fritanga
To refer to any stew, derogatory term is usually when prepared badly

fritanga
To refer to any stew, derogatory term is usually when prepared badly

fríos
People or things that are at a low temperature, the opposite is staggering

fronterizos
Concerning people, places or things near the border or borders

frustada
Says the person he feels badly emotionally by feeling that things in life are not optimal

fuentes
It is a surname

fuentes
Plural of source

fumigada
Refer to object or place treated against insects or pests

fumon
fumone is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fumon" being its meaning:<br>Smoking much

funda
Article that can be made with materials, such as cloth, paper, plastic, etc., and serves to cover something, for example:
Pillow, washing machine, gun, etc.

furibunda
Furious, angry, Moody

fusilamiento
Action and effect of shoot, run to a person with a volley of small arms

gabo
Diminutive with which sometimes is name the writer Gabriel García Márquez

gabro
Plutonic intrusive igneous rock of the family basalto-gabro



gachada
A gachada is a bad or negative action

gachas
Slang to refer to a person who act poorly or have inappropriate behavior

gacho
Gacho or porridge, person who refuses favors, does not support others in any way

gachupin
gachupin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gachupin" being its meaning:<br>Name that several species of
edible fungi are known

galerías
Plural gallery, place where works of art are exhibited and sold

galgos
Breed of dogs competing in racing

gallareta
Bird of the gruiformes order, with the body covered with dark gray feathers and white Peak

gallarita
Bird of the order anseriformes, known generally as pijia

galletero
Container in which cookies are saved

gallinazos
Black Vulture species

gallito
Fish of the family poecillidae, known more widely as a sword tail

galpaneria
Set of houses inhabited by workers of a hacienda

gambusino
Popular character of Mexican mining regions

ganaderos
They are the people who are engaged in raising cattle



gandalla
Person that you want to move from list

garabato
Metal object that is attached to the roof or other high part, has several hooks and serves to hang several objects, mainly
food

garabato
Spiny family of the nictaginaceas climbing shrub, which have curved thorns in the form of sharp claws

garanon
Stallion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Stallion" being its meaning:<br>Man always ready to have sex

garañón
Stud ass

garrafones
Plural claw, are container for liquids, usually water, can be glass or plastic and their capacity is up to 5 liters

garras
Pejorative term for clothing in general

garrotear
Eat at the expense of others, without cost to you garrotea

garrotero
They are people who accommodate the goods on the shelves in supermarkets

garruña
Person who doesn't like to share what he has

gastador
Person who spends or makes use of much material resources, either money or any other property owned or common

gatazo
gatazo is incorrectly written and it should be written as"the gatazo" being its meaning:<br>Give the gatazo, means to
achieve a minimum acceptance of a person or object

gelidos
Very cold, may refer to certain objects or time ranges, for example hours, days, months

gema



Feminine proper name

genitales
They are the sexual organs of people

geociencias
Set of disciplines that deal with the various aspects of the knowledge of the Earth

geodesia
Etymologically it means the land division

geofísica
Interdisciplinary science that studies the physical phenomena that occur on Earth and the space that surrounds it

gera
Diminutive of the male proper name Gerardo

gigantillo
Bush of 1-6 m tall, with reddish branches and spines that measure up to 2.5 m long

gijas
Colloquial for abbreviated " giant " to refer to something very good, very nice and very pleased, those cars are well gijas
example

girasoles
Flowers that rotate as goes the day, so that the Sun gives them face all day

giro
Payment order

glorias
Burned milk candy, very popular in the North of Mexico

glorias
Plural of the feminine proper name Gloria

glorietas
They are squares in the middle of the gardens, occupied by statues, gazebos and fountains

gloton
Wolverine is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Wolverine" being its meaning:<br>Person who eats too much



glúteos o nalgas
It's the same, but in an academic vocabulary it's better to use the term buttocks

gobernadora
Shrub that reaches 3 m in height and has multiple branches that start almost at ground level

gobernantes
They are the people who direct the destinies of a people or nation

gollaludo
Bird of the order charadriiformes which usually referred to as chichicuilote

golocina
golocina is incorrectly written, and should be written as it "candy" to being its meaning:<br>Delicate, sweet delicacy

golpe civico
Action in which civilians take by force the power of a people or nation. Most common is that is this action by the military,
in which case refers to a military coup or armed forces

golpe civico y militar
Take Government power for civilians and military, overthrowing a Government represented by a person

golpe de calor
It is a State where he may fall or get people or animals, by excessive exposure to the Sun and heat, can become
dangerous and endangering life

golpe mortal
Death-causing blow

google
It is a platform for finding information on the internet

gorrion
Sparrow is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sparrow" being its meaning:<br>Name of one of two members
of the Duet "The pigeon and the Sparrow "

gorroso
Capsper or caps, person who annoys or is impertinent

gotero
Small device, usually of glass used to dose the amount of drops of drugs to eat according to the medical prescription



gracil
gracil is incorrectly written, and should be written as "graceful" being its meaning:<br>Made with grace, funny, fine

grafomancia
grafomancia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "grafomania" as meaning:<br>Hobby of writing

grafomancia
grafomancia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Graphology" being its meaning:<br>Study of the personality
or character of a person, the form or features of your writing

granada
The pomegranate is a fruit

grandesito
Diminutive large, it is generally applied to children and young people and can apply both in age and in stature

granjeno
Very ramoso and thorny shrub from 1 to 6 m in height and twisted branches and floxosas with oval-oblongas leaves

granzón
In Mexico is a type of coating for floors

gratificaciones
Benefits, usually materials received for any activity performed, regardless of payment or salary received

grava
Stone into small fragments which is used in the construction

grazna
Is the sound emitted by some birds, it is not exactly the song of the bird since it is usually not a melodious sound

grecas
Geometric patterns repeated so that they form a girdle or valance

gretana
Tree reaching up to 20 m in height; the leaves are alternate, ovate or elliptic, acute, medium-sized or large

grietas
Openings, usually elongated, can occur on surfaces of any material and for very different reasons

gringo
Nickname which refers in Mexico to the U.S.



grisón
Carnivorous mammal related to weasels, otters, and skunks

groseria
rudeness is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rudeness" being its meaning:<br>Word, fact or object which is
inappropriate and that offends the ear view or any other sense

grupera
Woman singer, Member of a musical group

gua
Up to 4 m tall grass; sheathed leaves reaching up to 1 m long

guaco
Vernacular name that is known to the Falcon in some regions of Chiapas, Mexico

guadalupe
Is the name of a city in the Mexican State of Nuevo León

guadalupe
In Mexico is a name own, both male and female

guaje
Dry coconut oil serving Cup or for extracting aguamiel from the maguey

guajilla
Tree that reaches 9 m in height, trunk reaching 15 cm in diameter and its bark is thin, grayish, smooth

guandajo
Person dirty and careless in their physics presentation

guanengo
Shirt woman made up of a wide strip of white blanket that has an opening at the half to put on her head

guangoche
Misaligned person with poor physical layout

guantada
Once as in the face with the closed hand

guapachosa
Guapachosa or guapachoso, cheerful, enthusiastic, fun person



guardaalmacén
Responsible for or in charge of a store

guaripa
Wide-brimmed hat used by farmers to protect yourself from the Sun

guaro
Sugar cane brandy

guarumbo
The family tree of the moraceae, of rapid growth, with Milky juice, simple or little branched, smooth whitish stem, hollow
tabicado t, reaches 20 to 25 m in height

guasontle
Grass that reaches 2 m in height; the leaves are alternate and ovate; the small flowers are arranged in compact panicles
that resemble ears. the inflorescences are edible

guatapera
House attached to the temples of ancient hospitals of Indians made up of patio, corridors, rooms in lathe and Chapel

guatepeor
Imaginary place that has been invented to form a play on words with Guatemala. The phrase " Out of Guatemala into
Guatepeor " It means, in a humorous style, get rid of a bad fall in other more serious

guatozo
Guatozo or guatoza, person who likes to do scandal for any reason

guerras
Plural of war, armed conflict between two or more opponents

guerrero
In Mexico Guerrero is also a surname

guerrero
It is the name of one of the 31 States of the Mexican Republic

guevara
In Mexico Guevara is a surname

gueyes
gueyes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Oxen" being its meaning:<br>Mammals used in different
operations in the field, also takes advantage of its meat



guiñapos
Broken, old or dingy cloth or rag

guisos
Multi-ingredient preparations to eat

guitlacoche
The huitlacoche with "h" is an edible fungus of the corn cob

gumaro
Male proper name

gusano quemador
It is a worm that is covered with hairs, it feeds on fresh leaves of the plants, should avoid contact with the skin and try to
delete it since you can end up eating all the leaves of the plants

güevas
Be of balls is to be without work, without making any productive activity

ha hecho mucho teatro
To participated in many theatrical plays, either figuratively used to say that someone much dramatizes a fact

ha nacido con estrella
birth star is born with luck, born in conditions of privileged

habilidades
Plural of skill, are the things or tasks that a person or animal is able to do

habitacional
That is to live, to be used as housing, is used to refer to a building or set of them for such use

habitantes
People who live or live in a certain place

hablo de su vida no de su muerte
Such a phrase applies when you are going to speak ill of a deceased person

hablo de subida, no de bajada
It's a pun that refers to the saying "I'm talking about your life, not your death

habrá quien de pero no quien ruegue
When you're offered a benefit accept it, as they won't beg you to do so



hace bulto
Go, or be in a place without a purpose specific, only doing or to do bulk

hace poco
They are used to refer to a short amount of time

hace tiempo
It is used to refer to a past time without specifying how much

hacer algo a regañadientes
It is to make Lake grudgingly, show displeasure by doing so

hacer berrinche
It is to show anger or courage evidently, usually accompanied by screaming and crying

hacer chapuzas
Cheating in a game, but also can be applied in the business or other activities. Cheat tinker is also called

hacer chile con la cola
It is and express discomfort or anger for some cause

hacer coraje
It is to express discomfort or disgust by some situation

hacer el amor
Usually in the North of Mexico to love is to perform the sexual act with or without love

hacer el caldo gordo a alguien
Fatten the broth to someone is to contribute to the achievement of a purpose with it somehow

hacer la lucha
Makes the struggle who strives for something

hacer lo correcto
It is to do or act according to established standards

hacer perder el tino
Draw attention to one and thus cause one to lose concentration

hacer un mohín
Gesture of disgust or discomfort made up lips and moviendolos did the sides in opposite sense one of the other



hacer un pancho
It's making a fool of yourself

hacer una tormenta en un vaso de agua
Give much importance to something that does not have it, exaggerating things, usually in relation to problems or
situations of conflict

hacerla de pedo
Applies when a person gives importance to a situation or makes it a problem

hacerle la cama
Make the bed someone is collecting or lend the bed, then that someone has been lifted

hacerse a llamar
become a calling is incorrectly written and it should be written as "To the sea" being its meaning:<br>Embark for a
journey across the sea

hacerse de cruces
making crosses is incorrectly written and it should be written as"crosses" being its meaning:<br>Crossing two fingers to
form a cross, in order to make a request to God

hacerse el de los oidos sordos
Not to attend advice or suggestions, such as if we had not heard

hada
It is a feminine name

haga silencio
It's a commanding voice that commands not to generate noise

hambriado
Person or animal with very hungry

harina de otro costal
Expression used to say that certain topics or businesses should be treated independently

hartazgo
Living on the edge of a situation

hasta el cuarenta de mayo no te quites el sayo
It is a saying that is recommended to not leave or do something to do it always. It would do until forty may date that does
not exist



hasta luego
It is a form of farewell that people go after a meeting or conversation

hasta no verte jesús mío
Expression used to indicate that the drink that is ingested should be taken until the bottom of the glass is seen, with the
antecedent that some glasses have or have engraved a Sacred Heart

hazaar
hazaar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Orange Blossom" being its meaning:<br>Azahar or orange
blossoms are the flowers of a pleasing aroma of citrus fruits such as orange and lemon

hazaar
hazaar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Orange Blossom" being its meaning:<br>Azahar or orange
blossoms are the flowers of a pleasing aroma of citrus fruits such as orange and lemon

hazañas
Outstanding events in the life of a person

hazmerreír
Person is said to be by the way dress, talk or act, you reason for laughter or derision for others

hechicera
Woman who practiced occult arts

helado
Figuratively, the word is used to say: atontado, without knowing what to do, impressed and scared. Example, I is frosted
with the bad news that I just received

hemafrodita
hemafrodita is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hermaphrodite" being its meaning:<br>It is said is of the
individual of the human species whose anatomical anomalies give the appearance of both sexes gather

hemorajia
hemorajia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hemorrhage" being its meaning:<br>Removal of blood from
the body by disease, accident, etc.

herbolaria
Study of the healing properties of plants

herbolarios
They are the people who sell medicinal plants in markets

heridas



In the strict sense of the word it refers to lesions on the skin or any part of the body, it may have been caused by some
kind of weapon or blunt object.  It is also used in the figurative sense, for example "Your love left me wounds in the
heart"

heridos
Plural of injured, people with injuries or damage to their bodies, usually due to accidents of different type.  The
expression is also used figuratively, for example "heart wounded"

hermes
Is the name of a Greek deity

heroicos
It's the facts of the heroes.

hervorcillo
It is the movement of posts liquids fire indicating that the temperature to uploaded to a certain temperature, comes from
the word boil

hidalgia
chivalry is incorrectly written, and should be written as "nobility" as meaning:<br>Quality or condition of hidalgo

hierbas curanderiles
It is most common to say medicinal herbs and are those that have medicinal properties

hija del maiz
It is an expression aimed at women who sometimes intend to insult, is like saying " daughter of your mother, "

hijito
Diminutive of son

hijo unico
That it is only one, as the case may be, only a child of a mother, of a father, of a marriage, a man who has no siblings. 
Applies also for animals

hijos del rigor
People born under difficult conditions

hilos
They are very thin strings used for sewing, either by hand or in machine

himeneo
Name of a Greek deity



hiperhidratacion
To a large extent, highly hydrated hydration

hipocaptacion
Uptake or water, mainly rain water harvesting

historiadores
They are people who are engaged in the study of history

historial educativo
It is the compilation of data from the studies that a person has taken

historias reales
They are those that narrate true facts

hizado
Abutment should write raising and means that it stands upright, raised

holgazanes
People who do not work or are engaged in something good or productive

holgura
Living with SAG is to live without narrowing or economic deprivation

holocénico
From the most recent period of the Quaternary

hombre rico
It is one who possesses many material goods, although there may be rich men in other things, for example: wisdom,
moral values, etc.

horcajadas
Sit astride is doing with her legs open, can be a Chair, bench, horse, donkey, etc.

horquilla
Piece in the form of clamp used to hold clothes on the Clothesline to dry

horrarse
save it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Save" being its meaning:<br>Not to make use of something and
keep it for difficult times, usually refers to save money or not spend it

hoya,oya



Hoya vessel of clay, aluminum or other materials used for cooking food

hoyo profundo con o sin agua
Ferris wheel

hozco
Poorly addressed, what is commonly known as " having few friends 34 face; synonym, unsociable

huarache
Open shoe that holds the foot by half belts. There is a saying that says "It does not jump it without huarache " applied
when speaking of someone who only does something for interest of getting some benefit

huatulco
It is a municipality of the Mexican State of Guerrero

huerco
Derogatory to refer to children

huerfanos
They are children who do not have parents, usually refers to children or young people who by their age are supposed to
be alive, on the contrary would not apply for very old people

huevonada
Shortness of breath, wish, or desire to do something for laziness and idleness and laziness

huisachera
Place where you can find the huisaches

huitlacoche
Edible fungus that occurs in the ear of maize, with the same no prepare quesadillas, cheese quesadillas are

humillantes
Things or things that humiliate the person, do less, reduce it

hurana
hurana is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sullen" being its meaning:<br>It is said person rejecting dealing
with others

hurgo
Look for something by removing other things in order to be able to visualize what is being sought

hurtdillas



hurtdillas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "to sneak" being its meaning:<br>Secretly, without that they
know no one

husmear
Sniffs the person who likes to get the nose where not call it, in order to learn about matter that does not care about you

idalia
Own feminine name

ideosa
It is said of the person that by not having to spend his time planning or thinking about things he can do but many times
without concrete anything

idiotez
State of incomplete development of the brain

idoma de la palabra pinacates
The word pinacates is in the Spanish language, is the name given to a small dark animal, something like a large
cucaracho

ignomania
Situation of a person who has lost the respect of others by his acts or dishonorable conduct

iletrados
They say about people who can't read or write

imagen de dolor de la virgen maría al sostener el cadáver de jesucristo descendido de la cruz
The 34 sculpture;Piedad " Miguel Angel, representing the Virgin María sitting, holding Jesus in her arms

imconprensible
imconprensible is incorrectly written and should be written as " incomprehensible " being its meaning: < /br >That you
cannot understand or comprehend

impermehabilizantes
You must tell waterproofing, are materials that are applied to surfaces to prevent water seepage or other liquids

impidieron antonimo
They allowed, were authorized

implementos escolares
They are items that normally are used for classes in the schools



importar un pepino
Very little care

impresentable
Person or object that is not physically able to be submitted to the people

improperios
They are insults or inappropriate words

impuetoso
I think it must be impetuous, moving with impetus, forcefully

impugnar en un proceso electoral
Not to accept the result of a process or electoral choice and try to proceed legally for their annulment

impulcro
It is the opposite of neat, or dirty

impulcro
Synonym, filthy

imss
They are the initials of Mexican Social Insurance Institute

inalterable
That it is not altered, that does not change

inamobible
It can not be moved

inaparentes
They do not appear, that do not show at first sight what they are or what they have

inasistentes
That they did not attend, are not present

inauguraciones
Plural of inauguration, use for the first time a physical space : a house, pool, office, etc.  Start activities a business or
institution

incensario
Object in which odorous substances burn and produce smoke



incitan
They provoke, encourage the realization of a particular Act. Example, John prompted him to steal

inco
Inco is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I fuck" being its meaning:<br>Get on your knees, example, you fuck
the girl before the altar

incomprobable
It is used to define facts that cannot be verified, that there is no evidence for this

incongruente
It is incongruous person does what it says, and says what makes

inconmobible
inconmobible is incorrectly written, and should be written as "unshakeable" being its meaning:<br>I am not moved at
nothing

increparon
Verbally confronting someone

incrustados
Be inserted objects or things within others, usually of a different nature

indeligencia
indeligencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "gullibility" being its meaning:<br>Extreme poverty

indentado
That it lacks or has no teeth

independizarse
Free yourself, not rely on someone or something

indicaciones
Instructions on how to do something or get some goal

indigencia
Lack of material and monetary resources

indigente
Person without resources to live with dignity, usually roam the street and sleeps outdoors

indiscreto



That not is quiet, without trial

indisponible
It is not in existence, is the opposite of available

individuo de cuidado
Man he should not rely on their background

indolente
Lacking in mood

indultos
Thank you granted to those convicted to serve a sentence by which it refers or switches on the other less serious

inepto
Not suitable or ready for something

inestables
Lacking stability or solidity

inevitables
Events that are necessarily going to happen are inevitable

infelíz
He is the person who lacks happiness and lives unhappy with life.  It is sometimes used as an insult

infiltrarse
Joining a group of hidden form or on false pretenses

infonavit
In Mexico stands for the " Institute of national development for the housing of the workers "

informes
Message in any format that aims to inform about any topic

infranqueable
That can not be crossed, can refer to a wall, River, door, etc.

ingenio azucarero
Place where it is grown, harvested and processed sugar cane



ingentes combate
Fight, fight or combat that cannot be avoided

ingerir
Drink or eat

ingreida
ingreida is incorrectly written, and should be written as "conceited" being its meaning:<br>Person who feels superior to
others

inihesto
inihesto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "iniehesto" as meaning:<br>Be standing, upright

injertación
Action of grafting

inmiscuidos
Involved, to have something to do in a particular issue or problem

inmiscuyan
Involved, include or included in something, example, I do not I interfere in your problems

inobservancia de la ley
That the law does not apply according to how this decreed

inolora
Odourless, generally used to refer to one of the properties of drinking water

inovador
innovative is incorrectly written, and should be written as "innovative" being its meaning:<br>That proposes or makes
things new or innovative

inpertenencia
inpertenencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "impertinence" being its meaning:<br>It is something that is
done or said is not relevant or appropriate; you call that incurs this lack impertinent

inquebrantables
Plural of unwavering, which possesses a lot of strength and therefore does not bend easily in the face of adversity

inquirida
Questioned, challenged



inquiriente
It's the person who asks or asks about something

inreconsiliables
inreconsiliables is incorrectly written, and should be written as "irreconcilable" being its meaning:<br>That cannot be
reconciled or reach an agreement, as when there is a definite separation in a couple, each who continues on its way, in
any medium including walking and Mule transport

insectillo
Contemptuous of insect

inseguridad ciudadana
Situation in a community in which fears for his safety and that of his family, unless the authority ensures that security

inservibles
It is said of all those things that are useless, that are useless

instrumento que permite ver agrandandola una imagen de un objeto lejano
In this case that could be the definition of telescope

insufla
Enter any special apparatus, a gas or a vapor in any body cavity

insultos
These are words, gestures or signs that result or are offensive

intendinble
intendinble is incorrectly written, and should be written as "intendible" as meaning:<br>Language, vocabulary or writing
that you can not raise

interelación
interrelation is incorrectly written, and should be written as "relationship" being its meaning:<br>It is said that there is a
relationship when two or more people, things or situation relate among themselves

interiores
Areas or parts of a building or construction are not visible from the outside

internarse
In a place and not out to spend some time

interrogamiento
Verb question, ask a person to another



interrumpido
See the need to suspend what is done by the internevencion of someone

intimidante
In a way that intimidates, that scary, causing fear

intragrupal
Within the Group

inusualmente
It is not usual or common, something that is not often

inútil
Person or thing that is useless

inútil
Used to refer to someone or something that is useless

inútiles
They are people, animals or things that are useless, they are not useful

iñor
Is used by some people in the North of Mexico for short " if Mr " pronounced with a peculiar intonation ( iiinoor )

ir a ciegas
Go to a place without knowing the reason, reason, or a history of a being the same.

ir de sobrao
Go to spare, go where it was not required or invited

iracundo
Furious, upset in extreme degree

ireneo
I ireneo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Irineo" being its meaning:<br>It is a male name

iresponsabilidad
vandalize is incorrectly written, and should be written as "irresponsible" being its meaning:<br>That do not have or show
responsibility in the discharge of their duties

iridescente
iridescent is incorrectly written, and should be written as "iridescent" being its meaning:<br>It is said that something is



iridescent because it has the ability to reflect light in different colours

ironista
What fine mockery and disiomulada

irracionales
Persons or actions that lack rationing

irremisible
That you can send or forgive

irreverente
Not environmentally friendly

irrigada
Says the Earth or ground containing moisture by the corresponding water irrigation

irse de pedo
Leave the house in order to go to consume alcoholic beverages, usually accompanied by friends and/or friends

isaac
Male proper name

isela
Name the film artist " Isela Vega

isla adyacente
Nearby island, located within walking distance

itacate
It is any kind of prepared food and I've been with him, during a tour, in order to consume it in the moment of feeling
hunger

ixtle
Obtained to carve the lechuguilla, fiber is used for making ropes, brushes and some coarse textiles

jabonera
Where is produced or manufactured SOAP

jacalero
Jacalero or jacalera, comes from the word jacal, is used to refer to the person who likes to go visit other homes, rather
than remain in their own



jactaciosamente
Pretentiously, with ostentation

jajando
Walking with starving is walking jajando

jaladera
It is the part of the or of the drawers of furniture that is used to open them, comes from the word pull or stretch

jalar parejo
It's working together to achieve a common good

jartadera
jartadera is incorrectly written and it should be written as "hartadera" being its meaning:<br>limit that you can eat or
drink, they say that it has no hartadera those who like or drink too much

jartando
Deformation of sick, living up to the limit, can be the ability to ingest food or support certain situations

jaulero
Person who uses the following method to steal, enters a business hides within, waiting to close the business and take
advantage to steal everything you can

jediondo
Person, animal or thing that gives off bad smell.  I think the right word is stinking

jely
jely is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gely" being its meaning:<br>It is the trade name of a manufacturer of
dolls

jerez
Jerez is a town in the Mexican State of Zacatecas

jerro
Make a mistake, a mistake

jesús de nazareth
It is one of the names used to refer to Jesus Christ

jetear
Jetear is sleep, can be much or little time, without importing motive or reason



jeton
Jeton is incorrectly written, and should be written as "jetón" being its meaning:<br>Speaking colloquially become jetón is
falling asleep

jime
Jime is incorrectly written, and should be written as "he groans" being its meaning:<br>Naturally Express with sound and
plaintive voice a penalty or pain

jinetear dinero
It's doing business with someone else's money.

jironés
Pieces of fabric cut to jerks

jitano
jitano is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gypsy" being its meaning:<br>Male member of a group of nomads
who roam around the world

joderse
Having strenuous physical or intellectual activity

jodido
In Mexico the fucking Word is also used as a synonym for wrong, be mistaken, be wrong on something

joel
Male proper name

jolgario
jolgario is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fun" being its meaning:<br>Meeting of persons in order to
celebrate a special event, usually with food, drink and music

jolino
Animal that is you cut off part of the tail, usually refers to dogs

joputa
It's a way to abbreviate the insult "son of a bitch", I don't recommend its use

jorgeo
I jorgeo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I Twitter" being its meaning:<br>Singing or voice of some birds

jorgeo
I jorgeo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "warbles" being its meaning:<br>Sound-emitting small children
until they can talk



jorra en mexico
They are sterile females

jorro
Person or animal not fertile, incapable of fathering a new be

jotear
It is said that a man jotea when driving with female attitudes

jotera
Person who likes the gay company

jovencitas
Young women who have ceased to be girls

joya de fantasia
It is said that is fine nor expensive

joyita
Diminutive jewel, is sometimes used to refer to a person with bad backgrounds

joyo
Idiom per hole, drilling of little expansion on any surface

juanito
Diminutive of the male name John

judas
Male proper name

juerguear
leaving spree, leaving night trip in order to have fun

jugar la ultima carta
Give the last chance

juilon
He flees from the verb flee

juventud
Age that begins at puberty and extends to the beginnings of adulthood



kaka
Kaka is incorrectly written, and should be written as "poop" being its meaning:<br>Solid waste eliminated by the body

kasicasgo
kasicasgo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chiefdom" being its meaning:<br>Concerning the exercise of
cacique or who take important decisions in some population, usually of little importance

ke es zima
Ke is zima is incorrectly written and should be written as "What is top?" to be its meaning:<br>CIMA is the most top of a
mountain

kempis
Author of the famous book " The imitation of Christ "

la cantina abierta y el cantinero dormido
That phrase goes to the man who inadvertently brings the open pants fly

la curiosidad mató al gato
It is a way of advising or suggesting that we should not be too curious

la fe
In the metropolitan area of Monterrey, there is a place where there are bands with that name "34 faith;

la frase traer cola
Get with someone who would not be expected, to one House, party or meeting

la incaba
Put it on his knees, either as punishment or for any other purpose

la mera neta
It is an expression to reaffirm that what is said is the pure truth

la microfauna
Thus of call insects and other small animals

la palabra anacoreta
1.-person who lives in a lonely place, given to contemplation and to the petitencia

la palabra cierra
The word closes comes from the verb close .  Sierra, so with "s" is synonymous with mountain

la palabra conducir



Manage, direct, you can drive a vehicle or a group of people or animals

la palabra en barado
the word in barado is incorrectly written and should be written as "envarado" as meaning:<br>Be or feel stiff is to have
the swollen stomach

la palabra insolito
the word unusual is incorrectly written and should be written as "unusual" being its meaning:<br>Unusual is a fact or
event that is rare or difficult to happen

la palabra jaguey
Place in nature where they graze cattle

la palabra montelongo
Montelongo is a surname

la palabra preclásico
Immediately prior to the classic

la palabra rabito
Can refer to the tail or tail of some animals or to the anatomical part of some fruits or vegetables, for example: apples,
pears, onions, end that is typically used to take the fruit without having direct contact with the same

la palabra rabo
Is usually called tail to tail of animals such as dog, cat, etc., also referred to as tail to the extension of some vegetables
such as onion oxtail

la palabra renundara en beneficio de su hijo
The sentence includes a misspelled word, should say "it is".  The phrase refers to an action that will bring benefit for the
child to perform

la palabra wipedo
the word wipedo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Biped" being its meaning:<br>Two feet

la primera comunión
In the Catholic Church, ceremony in which children take communion for the first time

la putería
Place where prostitution is exercised

la raya
Colloquial, said stripe to refer to the payment that is received regularly by the labor activity



la vida es una moronga
It means to live life with joy

lachito
Diminutive of the male proper name Horacio

lacteos
They are products derived from milk: example, cheese, cream, etc.

ladrados
ladrados is incorrectly written and it should be written as "bark" being its meaning:<br>Sound that emit dogs when
something bothers them or want to draw the attention

ladrillera
Place where bricks are manufactured the specific area in which Cook or burn is the oven

lagrimas de cocodrilo
They are the ones that a person pours without actually feeling grief or pain

lajero
The working stone slab in construction

lambiache
It is said person that you exaggerate your attentions towards their bosses or superiors

lame huevos
It is said commonly person too flattering shown with their superiors

lampara sorda
deaf lamp is incorrectly written and should be written as "deaf lamp" being its meaning:<br>Lamp runs on batteries is
used to illuminate or to provide light in the absence of electric power

lamparea
Direct light from a lamp at night towards animals in the Bush, in order to disorient them and to hunt them down

lamparoso
It is said of the person who wears dirty clothes, clothes with stains

lana
Used as a synonym for money

landa



Landa is a surname

lanean
Search money is to walk laneando

langaras
langaras is incorrectly written and it should be written as "langaras" being its meaning:<br>He says the children or teens
naughty, unruly, disorderly or vague. For example, the sons of Joseph nothing else walk of langaras

langarea
Andar de lángara or not work nor does nothing

languidece
It is to be consumed gradually a person, animal or plant

lanilla
Slang for money in small amounts

lanzó
Throwing or pulling something with force

lasallista
Followers or believer in the doctrines of Juan Bautista de la Salle le

latosos
Pesky or nuisance, people or situations that cause discomfort or problems

lavada
Past women washing, washing action

lavadero
Site where washing clothes

lavadora de dos patas
Woman who washes clothes by hand

lazaña
It's a flour-based edible pasta

látigos
Plural whip, is a kind of rope used as a punishment weapon to whip people or animals



lázaro
It is a male name, and as mentioned by Jorge Luis, the character better known with that name is Lázaro de Betania

lebreles
Dogs of high stature, slender look, elongated head, long snout and narrow and deep chest

lecho
Lower part of a river or stream

lecho mortuorio
Bed in which a recently deceased person is

lechuguilla
It is a desert, like the maguey plant only to more small, their leaves removed a fiber which are among other things,
textiles very harsh to the touch

leerle a alguien la cartillla
Teach someone about the obligations and commitments that must be met

lenguas indigenas de oaxaca
The Zapotec is one of the indigenous languages of Oaxaca

lenocinios
They are places sonde is practiced prostitution

lenona
Woman who administers or manages a brothel

leoncio
It is a male name

lepa
Feminine of lepe, derogatory to refer a child, plural lepes

lepe
It is a derogatory way of referring or go to a child

lepera o lepero
Rude, rude and evil spoken evil spoken

lepes
It is a somewhat derogatory way of referring to the children



lerdo durango
Lerdo durango is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Lerdo, Durango" being its meaning:<br>Lerdo is a
municipality in the Mexican State of Durango

lesbianas
They are women who like to have sex with other women

letero sexual
sexual letero is incorrectly written and should be written as "straight sex" being its meaning:<br>Says the person, man or
woman carrying only the sexual act with a person of the opposite sex

letras japonesas
An expression that is used to refer to Japanese literature

leves
It applies to something that is made with little force to do so.

libar qué significa mezcolanza
Hodgepodge, mixing several things, ingredients, etc., which do not generate something satisfying

libar qué significa mezcolanza
Andar lapping is andar de parranda, walk taking intoxicants

lideresa
Woman who has leadership, that has the power or gift of influencing others

liendra
liendra is incorrectly written, and should be written as "nit" being its meaning:<br>Eggs deposited lice in the hair of the
involuntary hosts of this parasite

ligar
Find or get a partner

lija
Flat material in the form of sheet, with one of their surfaces rough, is used for sanding surfaces, e.g. of wood

liliputense
Person of very short body height

limitar terreno
Set limits of the same, it can be with a fence, fence, etc.



limite nacional
It is the place where ends the territory belonging to a country and starts on another

limosnas
These are material or economic contributions that are voluntarily given to a needy or for a common good

limosnero y con garrote
It applies when someone asks for or asks for something but more than asking for it demands it.

limpisimo
clean is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Clean" as meaning:<br>Very clean

linda
Masculine cute and applies to persons, animals or things pleasant to view

linea generales
General line is incorrectly written and should be written as "in General" to be its meaning:<br>General description of
something or someone

lisongero
Flattering, that makes or carries out actions to others, only to stay well before them

lisonjas
What is said to flatter or extend to someone

livianas
It is said of people, animals, or things of little weight.  It is also used to refer to tasks that require little effort

liz
Diminutive of the feminine proper name Elizabeth

líbelula
Four-winged insect that lives in the vicinity of the waters, where capture small insects

líbelula
Four-winged insect that lives in the vicinity of the waters, where capture small insects

límites
Part more external or banks of something something

llagas
Abrasions or skin damage by being bedridden for a long time in a same position



llaguientos s
llaguientos s is incorrectly written, and should be written as "llaguientos" as meaning:<br>They are those who have
sores

llantera
Place of sold rims

llaves
Metal objects that are used to open locks, locks or switch on the engine of one vehicle, another kind of also metal keys
serve for you desatornillas or loosen nuts

llaves para tornillo
Metal artifact that serves to loosen or loosen screws, same that has a structure that allows it, are more common screws
be loosened with a screwdriver.

llega maltrecho al
Get tired, Achy body

llegar al término de la vida
Move to a better life, get ahead in the road

llegar como el caballo blanco
It is bleeding from the mouth, according to the ballad, so get the white horse after running many miles

llenarse
The filling process consists of emptying, depositing or ingesting any substance or food to cover the capacity available to
it

llenarse de júbilo
It is feeling in a total state of fullness and happiness.  fill up with happiness, fill with joy

llenarse de tedio
It is found with nothing interesting to do and therefore get bored

llevar a vistas
It is taking a product from a supplier, have it with us a period of time and then decide whether to buy it or not

llevar camino de
It means going or going to a finished place

llevar la contraria
It is a situation that occurs when a person makes or has an opinion about something and there is another that thinks
otherwise.  It is annoying when such a situation is continually provided



llevar los pantalones puestos
Face the problems and situations of risk is well positioned pants

llevar piedras al río
It means taking things to a place where they abound

llevar todo el dia aplastando la oreja
Spend all day lying down or sleeping

llevar voz de cantante
It says who speaks first or more, or any otherwise noted more within a group on a particular occasion


